Use of Structured Antedependence Models to estimate Genotype by Environment Interaction
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing importance of health and fertility traits in breeding programs, has led to a renewed interest in environmental sensitivity (ES), also known as genotype by environment interaction. One aspect of ES is that in a multitrait situation genetic correlations between different traits may depend on the environment in which the traits are expressed. In recent years, ES has mainly been estimated by random regression models, in which traits are estimated as a regression on a parameter reflecting herd environment and management (Calus and Veerkamp, 2003; Kolmodin et al., 2002). These models estimate a covariance function which can be used to calculate genetic variances for a range of environments and genetic correlations of a trait with itself in different environments (Kirkpatrick et al., 1990). Hence, RRM seems a logical method of choice to model ES in a multitrait setting. However, multitrait RRM have a (co)variance structure in which the (co)variance components that model the genetic correlation between traits, might be influenced by the variance components of the separate traits. Similarly, Veerkamp and Goddard (1998) showed that genetic parameters for yield traits are not only influenced by month of lactation and herd production separately, but also by an interaction between those two factors.

An alternative model to model longitudinal data, such as used to model ES, is the structured antedependence model (SAD) (Nunez-Anton and Zimmerman, 2000). In a SAD model random effects are estimated as a function of the same trait in different environments and the (co)variances are modeled by so-called innovation variances and antedependence parameters. One of the major differences between the models is that the SAD allows the genetic correlations between a trait in different environments to be less than unity in situations where the genetic variance is constant across environments, whilst RRM implicitly model the change in covariances and variances simultaneously in one (covariance) function. Also, in a multitrait situation, the genetic correlation between traits across environments can be modeled by fewer parameters in SAD compared to RRM (Jaffrezic et al., 2003). Thus, SAD might be more flexible in estimating genetic correlations between a trait in different environments, and between different traits across environments. The objective of this research was to compare structured antedependence models (SAD) to random regression models (RRM), applied to simulated data sets, in their ability to estimate genotype by environment interaction based on univariate analyses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Simulations

The dataset was created by simulating additive genetic and environmental effects following normal distributions. A simulated population contained 250 000 animals, 100 sires and 1 000 herds. Sires had 2 500 daughters and the average number of animals per herd was 250. Only one generation of animals was simulated and no selection was considered. The environmental sensitivity for the additive genetic effect was simulated using i) a random regression with increasing variance across environments depending on environmental values, or ii) a model with five (co)variances with the variances either constant or increasing across five groups of environments. The five discrete groups of environments were formed in the simulations by ordering the herds on simulated herd effects. Environmental values per group were calculated as the average of simulated herd effects within the group. Simulated genetic correlations between groups of environments 1 and 5 were 0.66 for all three simulated data sets.
Ranges of simulated heritabilities of the traits were between 0.3 and 0.6 across environments. Simulated values of other genetic parameters specifically per group of environments are given in the figure and tables in the Results section. Fifty replicates were simulated for all situations considered.

**Estimation of Environmental Sensitivity**

Variance components were estimated both with a first order RRM and a first order SAD. Herd environments were characterized by environmental parameters (EP), calculated as average phenotypic performance within a herd. Five discrete groups of environments were formed based on increasing EP. ES was modeled in the RRM by applying a random regression for each sire, representing its EBV, on values of an EP for the herds in which his daughters were producing. ES was modeled in the SAD by estimating breeding values for each sire in all five environments. The sire variances were modeled by innovation variances and antedependence parameters depending on the average EP in each of the five discrete groups of herds. The residual variance was in both models estimated separately for each of those five groups. In both models a fixed herd effect was included. The applied RRM was:

\[
Y_{klmn} = \mu + \text{herd}_k + \sum_{j=0}^{1} \alpha_{jl} P_{jk} + E_{klmn}
\]

where

- \(Y_{klmn}\) is the performance of animal \(n\),
- \(\mu\) is the average performance over all animals,
- \(\text{herd}_k\) is a fixed effect for herd \(k\),
- \(\alpha_{jl}\) is coefficient \(j\) of the random regression on the orthogonal polynomials of all environmental parameters of the daughters of sire \(l\),
- \(P_{jk}\) is element \(j\) of the orthogonal polynomial resembling an environmental parameter of herd \(k\),
- \(E_{klmn}\) is the residual effect of heifer \(n\) in herd \(k\) within group of herds \(m\) (\(m = 1, 2, ..., 5\)).

The applied SAD model was:

\[
Y_{klmn} = \mu + \text{herd}_k + \text{sire}_{lm} + E_{klmn}
\]

where \(\text{sire}_{lm}\) is a random effect for sire \(l\) in group of herds \(m\). Following the concept of SAD, \(\text{sire}_{m} = \epsilon(\text{sire}_{m})\) for \(m=1\), and \(\text{sire}_{m} = \theta_{m,m-1} \text{sire}_{m-1} + \epsilon(\text{sire}_{m})\) for \(m \geq 2\). The antedependence parameter \(\theta_{m,m-1}\) is modeled as \(\exp(-\phi*[EP_m – EP_{m-1}])\), where \(\phi\) has to be estimated (Nunez-Anton and Zimmerman, 2000). Definition of both models resulted in sire variances estimated as functions of the EP. All analyses were performed with ASREML (Gilmour et al., 2002). For the SAD models, the OWN function in ASREML was used combined with a program available from the second author.

**RESULTS**

Estimated sire variances across environments were close to the simulated variances for both models. For the situation with constant simulated variance across environments, the estimates of the SAD model were however closer to the simulated variances (Figure 1) than those of the RRM. Estimated genetic correlations of the trait with itself across environments of the RRM and SAD model were compared to simulated genetic correlations (Table 1). For the simulations with structured variance, genetic correlations were overestimated by both models, but the overestimation was larger with the RRM than with the SAD. For the simulations with variances following a random regression, the genetic correlations were more closely estimated to the simulated values with the RRM and overestimated with the SAD model. Correlations between simulated and estimated breeding values were calculated within groups of environments (Table 2). For the simulations with structured variance, correlations between simulated and estimated breeding values were slightly higher for the SAD model than for the RRM. For the simulations based on random regression, there were hardly any differences between the SAD model and RRM.
Figure 1. Estimated sire variances across environments with a RRM and SAD model, based on simulations with constant sire variance across environments. The triangles mark the estimates in each of the five discrete environments for the SAD model.

Table 1. Simulated and estimated genetic correlations across groups of environments, based on simulations with structured variances (increasing or constant across environments) or variances based on a random regression (SD ranged from 0.001 to 0.042).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Env</th>
<th>Structured variance (increasing)</th>
<th>Structured variance (constant)</th>
<th>Random regression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>RRM</td>
<td>SAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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